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TEAM
1 COMPOSITION
Principal Consultants
The principal consultants leading this submission
are Iida Archiship Studio, internationally renowned
Japanese architecture practice based in
Yokohama working with engineers Ove Arup and
Partners, Japan and Hill Thalis Architecture and
Urban Projects who bring over twenty years of
architecture and urban project experience to the
team since winning the Sydney Olympic Village
National Architectural Competition in 1992.

ARCHITECTURE

JPN

Yoshihiko Iida + Iida Archiship Studio
OVERVIEW
Yokohama, Japan
Iida Archiship Studio was established by Yoshihiko Iida in 1986. There are 13 staff working in
2 locations, Yokohama and Kyoto. Over projects including houses, schools, commercial,
public facilities and landscapes were produced by IAS since its inception.
DESIGN FOCUS
Yoshihiko Iida has been involved in various town planning projects such as Yokohama
Matsubara shopping street and teaching laboratory Hinode Studio designing with residents as
Professor of Yokohama National University. Iida Archiship Studio are currently undertaking the
design work of new archives for Kyoto Prefecture. This complex project requires archives,
libraries and laboratories. The studio has a good track record of considered design outcomes.
SELECTED AWARDS
1998 The Prize of Architectural Institute of Japan [Kawakami Forest Club : 1997]
2004 The First Prize of Ryukoku University Campus Landscape Competition [completed in 2006]
2007 Building Contractor Society Prize [Nagoya University Noyori Research Center :1997]
2011 The First Prize of Kyoto New Museum Competition [will be completed in 2015]

Other Consultants
Other consultants are Art Curator Shihoko Iida
who brings a curatorial dimension across the site
and defined a strategy of ephemeral sculpture and
installation reflecting contemporary art practice in
the Asia Pacific region, particularly in relation to
the Artscape component. Liam Young from

STRUCTURAL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER

Ove Arup

AUS

ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN

Hill Thalis

& Partners Japan Ltd

OVERVIEW
Ove Arup & Partners Japan Ltd is a professional consultancy practice providing structural,
building services, lighting and façade engineering design, planning and project management
services in all areas of the built environment.
FOCUS
Arup is a global firm providing engineering design, planning and project management services
in all areas of the built environment. ARUP is well placed to assist in the realization of an
innovative design approach for the GCCP project.
We aim to help our clients meet their business needs through value adding, technical
excellence, efficient organization and personal service. Arup is committed to sustainable
design, to its increasing incorporation in our projects and to industry-wide sustainability
initiatives. We have offices in seven cities in Australia, including Brisbane.

Architecture +
Urban Projects

OVERVIEW
Hill Thalis Architecture + Urban Projects, established in 1992, is a highly regarded
consultancy, having completed more than 500 projects, studies and commissions for a wide
range of government and private sector clients. The practice’ s architectural projects explore
the specificity of each site and programme within the broader urban and geographical context,
while urban projects interrogate the interface of architecture and the public realm.

DESIGN FOCUS
Hill Thalis has won more than 35 competitions, commendations and awards for projects, from
a range of groups including the NSW Government, Institute of Architects (RAIA / AIA), Institute
of Planners (RAPI / PIA), Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA), Development Corporations
and local Councils. Hill Thalis combine an understanding of architecture and place with lucid
contemporary design. Hill Thalis won the Darling Harbour East (Barangaroo) International
SELECTED AWARDS
Competition. Hill Thalis has built an unparalleled reputation for design excellence across a
2002 Structural Special Award [Osaka Maritime Museum, Osaka]
range of project types and scales. Other high profile projects of interest to the Gold Coast
2012 DSA Design Award Gold Award [Milano Salone2012 - Panasonic "Photosynthesis", Cultural Precinct include Linking Canberra City to the Lake – for the ACT Government,
Milano]
Pirrama Park, Pyrmont - for the City of Sydney and Design consultant for New GOMA Gallery
/State Library Square and Riverside Parklands, Brisbane - to the Queensland Public Works
Department.
SELECTED AWARDS
2009 2009 Commendation – Australia Award for Urban Design 2009, Sustainable Sydney
2030
2010 AIA Walter Burley Griffin Award for Urban Design, AIA NSW Chapter Architecture
Award – Urban Design
Pirrama Park
2012 AILA National Award for Design, Pirrama Park (with Aspect Studios and CAB)

Tomorrows Thoughts Today a consultancy based
in London brings a sophisticated and innovative

V&A at Dundee

approach to the role of interactive and digital
technologies as an experimental hub. Local input
is provided by landscape consultants Plummer
and Smith and architects Phorm Architecture and
Design and NMBW Queensland Office all with
extensive local knowledge to facilitate a platform

Kyoto prefecture library and archives

Competition winning proposal for a large scale library and archives in Kyoto. This project
is aimed to establish "the base that projects Kyoto to the world within the realm of cultura
/environmental co-existence"
(Kyoto, Japan, completion in 2015)

Designed by Kengo Kuma & Associates with Arup providing full package of engineering
services. Reinforced Concrete shell structure overhanging the Dundee Bay is cladded
with local stones.
(Dundee, Scotland, Completion in 2015)

for collaboration across the team.
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Barangaroo, Darling Harbour (Competition winner)

Ryukoku University Landscape

This landscaping project within a campus courtyard . Taking as its central aim “The use of
existing assets in providing contexts for activity”, the project sought to transform the
courtyard into a plaza to accomodate and generate wide-range of student activities
(Kyoto, Japan, 2006)

Fuarecia Factory / Laboratory

GC

A facility consolidation project aimed to acheive a visual identity for an accesories
manufacturer that serves for worldwide automobile companies. A masterplan was
undertaken for production headquarters composed of factories, research laboratories and
restauraurants in Normandy region, France. The factory and laboratories have also been
realised at the industrial estate in Korea
Flers, France, 2009)

Osaka Maritime Museum
The dome was prefabricated off-site and transported to Osaka Bay as one piece to the site
on a large pontoon. The complete dome structure was lifted in to the final position by the
cranes in order to house an ancient timber boat within.
(Osaka, Japan, 2000)

The proposal interprets the site as a series of urban projects that reunite the city with its
harbour, including a collection of strategic urban linkages and the creation of a new finely
calibrated and highly adaptable urban grain. The meeting of the city with its harbour is
celebrated in a new urban park that runs the 1km length of the foreshore, retaining the
powerful horizontal scale of its former industrial uses, while interspersing a collection of
elevated gardens, playing fields, water bodies, interpretive art projects and urban
gathering spaces along its length. The proposal enshrines the western foreshore as an
inalienable public place belonging to the citizens of Sydney.
(Sydney, N.S.W, Australia, 2005)

Taichung Metropolitan Opera House

Designed by Toyo Ito & Associates. This new opera house contains 3 performing arts
spaces: 2000 seat Grand Theatre, 800 seat Play House, and 200 seat Black Box. They
are contained within a free form single surface shell structure. Free form concrete wall is
constructed with a modified truss-wall system using steel mesh as the formwork.
(Taichung, Taiwan, Completion in 2013)

Sydney Olympic Park 2025 (Competition Winner)
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ART CURATOR

UK

Shihoko Iida

ARCHITECT + DIGITAL MEDIA CONSULTANT

FOCUS
Iida has developed a particular focus on contemporary art in
East Asia region with a strong interest in multi-disciplinary
practices including photo-media and architecture in social
contexts. She has enthusiastically worked on co-curatorial
projects in Asia Pacific region since 2005. While Iida was
engaged by the QAGOMA in Brisbane, she researched The
Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT) with a focus
on the developmental trajectories, exhibition contexts and the
curatorial premise of the 20 years history, from APT1 to APT6.
During her two years as visiting curator, Iida developed an
understanding of how locally specific contemporary art was
discussed within an international framework. The curatorial
experience Iida acquired form the QAGOMA has now been
practised through her recent engagements with the 15th Asian
Art Biennale Bangladesh 2012 (Official Curator of Japan
participation); Aichi Triennale 2013 (Co-Curator); and Sapporo
International Art Festival 2014 (Associate Curator). As a curator
who has experienced working in multi-disciplinary team, Iida’ s
contribution to this team will focus on the process for the
building of a new cultural landscape, which responds to
changing times and social environment. The challenge will also
be framed around the overarching idea, ‘less objects, more
ephemeral’ , with an emphasis on the cultural and
philosophical concept of landscape that has been shared with
Asia Pacific regions.
SELECTED CURATED EXHIBITION
2012 ‘Omnilogue: Journey to the West’ (co-curated exhibition
organised by The Japan Foundation), Lalit Kala
Akademi, New Delhi
2009 ‘Trace Elements: Spirit and Memory in Japanese and
Australian Photomedia’ (co-curation), TOCAG,
2008 Performance Space, Sydney, 2009
2006 ‘Rapt! 20 contemporary artists from Japan’ (co-curated
exhibition organised by The Japan Foundation) held
across multiple cities in Australia
2004
‘Wolfgang Tillmans: Freischwimmer’ , TOCAG

LANDSCAPE CONSULTANT

Plummer&Smith

Liam Young

OVERVIEW
Shihoko Iida is an Independent Curator. Born in Tokyo,
currently based in Nagoya, Aichi. She was a member of the
Tokyo Opera City Cultural Foundation from 1998 to 2009 from
the inauguration of its Art Gallery (TOCAG), where she served
as Curator until August 2009. From 2009 to 2011, Iida worked
as visiting curator with the Queensland Art Gallery, Gallery of
Modern Art (QAGOMA) in Brisbane, followed by a fellowship in
Seoul as 2011 International Fellowship Researcher, hosted by
the National Museum of Contemporary Art, Korea.

AUS

OVERVIEW
Liam Young is an architect who operates in the spaces between
design, fiction and futures. He is founder of the urban futures
think tank Tomorrows Thoughts Today, a group whose work
explores the possibilities of fantastic, perverse and imaginary
urbanisms. He has also co founded the ‘Unknown Fields
Division’ , an award winning nomadic workshop that travels on
annual expeditions to investigate new technologies and industrial
landscapes.
FOCUS
With TTT he has consulted and conducted workshops on digital
culture, emerging technologies and future forecasting for firms
including Arup- Drivers for Change, Phillips Technologies, BBC,
the film industry and various arts and science organisations. His
projects include ‘Under Tomorrows Sky’ a science fiction movie
set for a future digitial city developed through collaborations with
scientists and technologists and ‘Electronic Countermeasures’ ,
a swarm of quadcopter drones that drift through the city
broadcasting a pirate internet and file sharing hub. Liam’ s
inherently collaborative design approach means his work is
diverse in its scale and nature. He has been acclaimed in both
mainstream and architectural media, including the BBC, NBC,
Wired, Time, and Dazed and Confused. Liam was named by
Blueprint magazine as one of 25 people who will change
architecture and design.

OVERVIEW
Plummer and Smith is a design studio working at the interface of
landscape and art. The studio is concerned with how landscape
architecture and art can draw out, facilitate, and express social,
environmental and cultural connections to place. Project work ranges
from site specific landscape and art interventions to community work,
educational institutions and botanic parklands.
DESIGN FOCUS
The design philosophy of Plummer and Smith is firmly based on the
environmental, social, cultural, historic and aesthetic qualities of each
site and its context. The practice is particularly interested in
landscape, community, simplicity, and the effects of time and memory
on the experience of place and on site function. The practice also
maintains strong links with university architectural programs and is a
regular contributor to Architectural design studios at Bond University
and the University of Queensland.

AUS

AUS

ARCHITECTURE

Phorm Architecture + Design
OVERVIEW
Brisbane/ Townsville, Australia
Established in 2000, Phorm architecture + design is a leading local
practice with unique experience of urban and coastal Queensland.
The Office regards each project through the lens of local sensibilities
via a process of intense mapping of the physical, cultural, climatic,
historic and ecological dimensions. Phorm was featured in
"Placemakers; Contemporary Queensland Architects" GoMA exhibition
in 2008.
DESIGN FOCUS
Director Paul Hotston holds 20 years extensive practical knowledge of
designing for tropical and sub-tropical environments. He was a key
member of the team responsible for the 'Museum of Tropical North
Queensland' in 1997 and most recently was responsible for the design
and delivery the world's first 'High Performance Surf Complex' in
Northern N.S.W. Phorm is a dynamic design studio which celebrates
collaboration.

ARCHITECTURE

NMBW QUEENSLAND OFFICE
OVERVIEW
NMBW Queensland Office was established in 2001 and conducts
design research through built projects and unbuilt speculations
thinking through architecture’ s relationship to the city with a
particular focus on south-east queensland and international
collaborations and projects working across a range of scales from
renovations and additions through to the scale of the city.
DESIGN FOCUS
NMBW Queensland Office is an agile and creative enterprise able
to work in different locationa and scales that draws on twenty years
of experience working on major projects to formulate design
solutions at an urban scale and fine grain at the same time. The
office has a strong interest in urban projects, integration of art and
architecture and the social space of cities. Projects over the past ten
years has been conducted in a diverse range of locations including
Brisbane , Barcelona, Fez, Morocco, the Gold Coast, Northern New
South Wales and the area around Sendai in Japan affected by the
devastation caused by the Great Tohoku Earthquake

SELECTED AWARDS
SELECTED AWARDS
2009 The practice's selection in Wallpaper* Magazine’ s 2009 2007 Architecture Australia AA Prize for Unbuilt Work
International Architects Directory / Future 30
Collaborative team: Jennifer Chen, Keith Hudson, Andrew
2011 'Sustainable Architecture' AIA State Awards 'House of the
Steen, Andrew Wilson, Lucy Williams, Liam Young
Year' AIA North Queensland
1995 Second Prize, RMIT Façade Competition
'Innovative Use of Steel' AIS State Awards
Collaborative Team: Nigel Bertram, Marika Neustupny,
2013 Regional Commendation for Surfing Australia High
Andrew Wilson (NMBW)
Performance Centre, Gold Coast/Northern Rivers Region

Boer War Memorial: Competition Entry

A landscape and art project designed to communicate landscape
experience and to commemorate the events and the lives lost during
the conflict.
(Canberra, ACT, Australia, 2010)

Under Tomorrows Sky

Liam Young assembled a think tank of scientists, technologists,
futurists, illustrators, science fiction authors and special effects
artists to collectively develop a fictional, future city, the landscapes
that surround it and the stories it contains. The centrepiece of the
project is a room sized movie miniature model of the city developed
with special effects artists from the science fiction film industry. This
scale city is a stage set for a collection of narratives, emerging
infrastructures and design experiments. Audiences wander through
this near future world and explore the possibilities and
consequences of today’ s emerging biological and technological
research.

Watson House

Surfing Australia

St Ambrose Primary School
This new primary school will open to students in 2015. The goal of
both the architectural and landscape design is that the school
operates as a seamless learning environment from internal to
external spaces and visa-versa.
(Pottsville, NSW, Australia, 2014)

Surfing Australia High Performance Centre (HPC) is the world's first
dedicated elite surfer development facility. The building is a hybrid
typology, fusing a revolutionary sport / science facility with
commercial offices and accommodation.
(Casurina, N.S.W, Australia, 2012)

A house and artist’ s studio, twenty-five kilometres north-west of
Brisbane. An elliptical figure informs the plan. The first
experience of the house on approach is an oblique aerial view.
The understanding of the house as a singular, stable and
complete form is set against the experience of the house as a
dynamic changing form switching between concave and convex.
The mural of a horse emblazoned on the end wall facing the
street pre-figures this experience.
(Samford, Queensland, 2003)
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Place Lalla Yeddouna: Competition Entry

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

Asia Pacific Triennial

Shinji OHMAKI, Memorial rebirth performance at ‘The 6th Asia
Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’
QAG/GOMA, Brisbane, Queensland 2010

Fabricated from repurposed components that were originally
intended for aerial reconnaissance and police surveillance. EC is a
flock of GPS enabled quadcopter drones that broadcast their own
wifi network as a flying pirate file sharing infrastructure. They swarm
into formation, broadcasting their pirate network, and then disperse,
escaping detection, only to reform elsewhere. The flock becomes a
highly site-specific means to create peer-to-peer communication. It
is a nomadic architecture, a roaming infrastructure built from digital
broadcast rather than steel, a drifting island of information.

Lightness of Air: Brisbane Airport Commission
This artwork is a suspended cast aluminium dandelion. The
dandelion is used as a link to the past as well as symbolising the
possibilities for the future- a reflection upon the freedom of flight and
magnifies the beauty of ordinary things.
(Brisbane, Queensland, 2008)

Lilliesmere Lagoon

Lilliesmere Lagoon is a contemporary, semi-remote residence
located amid cane fields edging upon a languid body of water. At its
core the building addressed the occupation of the immense
surrounding landscape and engages with the architectural language
of existing agrarian clusters.
(Ayr, North Queensland, Australia, 2006)

Place Lalla Yeddouna (Bin Lamdoun) is a significant centrally
located urban precinct at the end of the artisan circuit in the
Medina of Fez, Morocco. Here the Bin Lamdoun bridge spanning
across the Fez River connects the two precincts of the old city,
Adouat al-Qarawiyine and Adouat al-Andalous. The proposed
relocation of the Chouarra tanneries adjacent and establishment
of a new artisan precinct at Ain Nokbi, four kilometers from the
Medina and the broader Fez River Rehabilitation Project provide
the framework for this proposal for Place Lalla Yeddouna
imagined as an urban scale outdoor museum.

Phorm/NMBW QLD/Iida Archiship .02

Green

ARTery

ASIA PACIFIC CULTURE HUB

Imagine this: an Asia Pacific Culture Hub that engages with and sustains
the endemic estuarine ecology and indigenous cultural field; a
permeable urban precinct with civic ambitions interconnected into
adjacent communities, Gold Coast City and South-east Queensland; a
hub facilitating cultural exchange with the Asia Pacific region and the
rest of the world. [city links] A live hub for performance, contemporary
art, digital gaming, film, software and media experimentation and for the
global film industry [content rich, digital potential]. An alluring flowing and
undulating horizontal landmark. An interwoven architectural and
landscape plate visible from the air on descent into Gold Coast airport
and from the towers aligned along the coastal strip. [high performance]
We see this form as having enormous potential to provide the diffusion
of inside and outside articulated by the brief and to provide infinite
framings of the city and broader landscape.

Our vision for the Asia Pacific themed Artscape component is as a
curated ephemeral sculpture and installation network sitting across
a flow of themed landscapes and spaces that blend into each other
deployed across the entire site but keyed into a principal Artscape
Terrace [great terrace] also connected into the New Arts Museum
and Living Arts Centre. [great outdoors] This Terrace will extend
the internal social spaces and functions as interstitial outdoor
space in front of the Culture Hub along the edge of Evandale Lake.
Temporary event platforms could then extend off this terrace over
the lake. Ephemeral sculpture and installations have the potential
to interface with experimental digital media. The existing
[traditional] sculpture walk will be respected and preserved as a
found layer within the site.

The New Arts Museum component clearly has its own independent
indigenous and multi-cultural curatorial trajectory including the focus on the
visual arts on the Gold Coast but we imagine it would benefit from the Asia
Pacific alignment of the Artscape component at various times, particularly
as a regional annexe of the Asia Pacific Triennale hosted by QAGOMA in
the future. Living Arts Centre clustered under the same roof as the New
Arts Museum will provide common spaces open to all visitors as a filter
through the complex configured to allow outdoor performances if required,
not just in the ampitheatre to allow the city to act as backdrop. Loading
docks and backstage access will be serviced off the Artscape Terrace that
will also act as service road. The Living Arts Centre could become an
international hub for the whole gamut of film and theatre production.

park view

Peel the ground!!

museum

backspace

Two views are made by peeling the ground

Our landscape strategy will re-establish fragments of the original endemic estuarine ecology as a
significant engagement with site memory but also provide other sub-tropical landscape zones
typical of the region that will overlap across the roof scape (roof scape as trafficable surface) and
bleed into the interior public spaces. We imagine this Artscape to also be the site of experimental
forays into digital media such as the burgeoning Queensland gaming industry, file sharing, new
modes of media projection across and out of the site. The Statewide and Shared Provisions
component particularly retail spaces will be deployed under the roof adjacent to public space
through the complex as appropriate.
The success of this project lies in the addition of a significant residential component as part of the
development of Site B into blocks acting as an urban buffer to the Asia Pacific Culture Hub. The
Gold Coast Civic Space will be a hard surface public space addressed by the eastern edge of the
Asia Pacific Culture Hub. Parking will be provided in two multi-storey car parks on either side of this
space.

city view
public void
backspace

Diversity of space is appeared by changing the levels for each functions

Environmental effects are brought in through transmuting the roof

Histrical and artistic complex enhance the surrounding sceneries and environmental quality.
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Urban Concept
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1F plan
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shop/cafe

Q1 view
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SERVICING

back
stage
machine

CAR PARK
bus terminal

The team proposes that an urban buffer of city blocks be
established on Site B, adjacent to Bundall Road in front of our
horizontal landmark. The memory of the estuarine landscape
endemic to this location informs the trajectory of this project at
every level. Extra bridges provide the potential for urban porosity
and public functions are arranged somewhat less formally across a
united porous ground plane merging interior space, art and
landscape above the park and lake while still reinforcing the
organisation and view corridors. Each of the public function
groupings will have at least double frontage to the central area and
the interstitial Artscape terrace and parkland respectively. Longdistance water views across and through the complex are provided
where possible. The Council building is kept and enclosed or
extended as appropriate; framed on one side by the urban buffer
and on the other by the Gold Coast Civic Space and Asia Pacific
Culture Hub. Major existing building components will be reworked
as necessary. A considerable residential population provided in
Stage two, necessary to compliment and activate the precinct. The
Gold Coast Civic Space can then take on an urban character and
potentially be closed to traffic and managed when large crowds
gather to enjoy performances and other events. Two multi-storey
car parks are located either side of the council building.

ferry terminal

rental cycle

network

car

terminal area

The site is connected to the public transport system through the addition
of buses and ferries. It can also be accessed privately via watercraft from
neighbouring riverside homes. A new information system will aid in the
usability of the service. Cafe’s and museum shops will be located in
the terminal areas to encourage the use of public transport.
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As a preventative measure, museum storage and exhibition spaces
are located above the flood line. As an active measure, it is proposed
that the rooftop park and raised indoor spaces be used as evacuation
centres. The building becomes a gathering place in times of disaster.
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The undercroft becomes a natural public space. Comfortable,
shaded spaces invite the users into the building. The space is
defined by the peeling back of the ground plane. Under the roof,
both ambiguous and articulated spaces are formed. This freedom
allows for a variety of creative activities to occur, such as wall
exhibitions, projections, music concerts and small workshops. As
one passes thorugh the undercroft, they are confronted with both
the artificial, and natural aspect of the design.

water
EV

service entrance

rental
cycle

S=1:2000
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Artscape Planing
As the centre of art activity in Gold Coast, this organic shaped complex optimises accessibility from the surrounding areas. The space defined beneath the
roof surface acts as threshold between inside and outside. The Living Art Center and New Museum volumes are scattered beneath this roof, defining
flexible public spaces between. The Artscape is continuous through exterior, threshold and roofscape, without any boundary. Favourable experiences such
as open-air lectures, wedding ceremonies, cycling and picnics occur naturally along this promenade, contributing to the intrigue and vibrancy of the park.

Coastal Dune

Axonometric

Planting Desgin

Grey Green
Wet Lands Area
Garden Area
museum

theatre

roof

park
back
wood deck
escalator

1F

running course
car

1

new road
entrance
date spot

3

GL

4

information

2
parking
inner court

B1

1:Green Bridge

water

2:Chapel

3:Amphitheatre

4:Water Walk

Planting Design Diagram
Grey Green Area

Coastal Dune Area

Hibbera scandens

Scaevola sp.

Casuarina sp.

Hibiscus tiliaceus

Pandanus sp.

Banksia sp.

Roof and Inner Garden Area

Bronia falcifolia

GreenBridge extend Artscape to neighbor beyond the river.

wedding ceremony is held on the garden.

The Artscape is scattered with both ambiguous and articulated interventions to promote the active use of the
outdoors. Each intervention celebrates the unique environment, whilst providing places for various creative
and communal activities. In each location, people can enjoy the unique qualities of site and place.

stage has skyscraper at back can be Night theatre.

Diliiwhnia retorta

Acasia sp.

Lepronia sp.

Xanthorrhoea sp.
spp.

Wahlenbergia

Carpobrotus
p
glaucescens

Wet Lands Area

Elaeocarpus reticulatus

Elaeocarpus reticulatus

Plumbago zeylancia

Breynia oblongifolia

Viola hederacea

Water walk makes oppotunity to touch water Our landscape strategy utilises native vegetation to promote the changing of the seasons. We hope that the peninsula grows to

become a natural ecosystem, symbiotically fusing art with nature. The artscape becomes a native botanical garden. The amorphic
roof structure creates varied conditions that are celebrated in the planning of vegetation. Colour is used to enhance the natural setting
and define the architecural promenade.
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Structural System

Ecology System

Stress Diagram

Deformation
max

min

max

As if the top layer of the earth is peeled and lifted to
create a network of public spaces underneath, the
proposed system consists of two continuous layers
of reinforced concrete shell structures.The top
layer gently envelopes the required architectural
spaces, creating a park like roofscape above. The
bottom layer emerges out of the ground and blends
into the top layer, acting as the load bearing
structure connecting the elevated earth surface
with the ground. In this approach, the space, form,
and structure are integrated and optimized together
with daylight and wind simulation.Timber strip
formwork is the most commonly used method to
form such a surface at a reasonable rate.We
propose to leave the timber formwork as part of the
interior finish, reducing the need to remove the
formwork and also reducing the amount of
construction waste disposal.

Planting Diagram
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Interior Perspectives
Instead of adding to the destruction of our environment, we hope this artificial
structure exists passively within it’s context. We also propose for the building to
actively engage with local environmental phenomena. The form of the building
encourages natural ventilation from the daily afternoon breezes. Interior spaces
are shaded from the harsh Western sunlight by the extension of the roof surface.
The green roof system and scattered water deposits help to control heatisland
phenomenon. Rainwater cycles through the building, and is collected in water
bodies beneath roof openings to create spaces that are made comfortable via
means of evaporative cooling.

Ecology Analysis
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Our passive environmental
strategy is evident in the
shape of the building, which
promotes specific local
contexts.Solar thermal energy
is proposed, which can be
utilised as a community asset
in times of need. Through the
use of local materials and
craft, we hope to involve the
people of the community from
construction to completion.

Opera is held in a main theatre with acoustic system.

A garden brings sunlights and green view in a exhibition space.
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